Ebola Virus Disease Cluster — Northern Sierra Leone, January 2016
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On January 14, 2016, the Sierra Leone Ministry of Health and Sanitation was notified that a buccal swab collected on January 12 from a deceased female aged 22 years (patient A) in Tonkolili District had tested positive for Ebola virus by reverse transcription–polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). The most recent case of Ebola virus disease (Ebola) in Sierra Leone had been reported 4 months earlier on September 13, 2015 (1), and the World Health Organization had declared the end of Ebola virus transmission in Sierra Leone on November 7, 2015 (2). The Government of Sierra Leone launched a response to prevent further transmission of Ebola virus by identifying contacts of the decedent and monitoring them for Ebola signs and symptoms, ensuring timely treatment for anyone with Ebola, and conducting an epidemiologic investigation to identify the source of infection.

Patient A lived in Port Loko District and traveled to Kambia District on December 28, 2015, where she stayed with family and became ill on January 3, 2016 (Figure). Her initial complaints were severe weakness, constipation, and an episode of self-induced vomiting. On January 7 she left Kambia by car, stopping briefly in Bombali District to change to a motorbike before proceeding to Tonkolili, where she was cared for by relatives and saw a traditional healer. She was seen as an outpatient at a government hospital on January 9, but was not tested for Ebola virus. After this visit, she continued to Bombali to see another traditional healer and spent the night there, returning to Tonkolili on January 10. On January 11, she sought care from the traditional healer in Tonkolili a second time. She died in Tonkolili on January 12. As per national policy for all deaths at that time, a routine postmortem buccal swab was collected for Ebola virus RT-PCR by a person trained in swab collection. Her family and community members performed a traditional burial during which they washed the decedent’s body and her clothes, prior to RT-PCR results being available.

Investigations identified 131 contacts across four districts, with the majority in Tonkolili (46 persons [35%]) and Kambia (45 [34%]). Where possible, contacts were monitored for 21 days after their last possible exposure to patient A; however, 12 contacts potentially at high risk and 36 persons of interest from Kambia were not located. Because some contacts were not located, Kambia implemented enhanced community surveillance for 2 months after the end of contact monitoring.
Interviews with contacts of patient A failed to identify a source of infection. The viral genome obtained from her buccal swab (1601_C12_KT014149b, GenBank KX121193) indicated a high similarity (one and two nucleotide differences) to two viral genomes from Western Area, Sierra Leone, from November 2014 (KP759709, KP759704). The minimal genetic change in the viral genome during the interval from November 2014 until patient A’s illness onset suggests viral persistence in a survivor as the source of infection, although no survivors were identified who could conclusively be linked to patient A.

On the night of January 19, a high-risk female contact of patient A who was in quarantine (patient B) complained of weakness, chest pain, nausea, and a single episode of self-induced vomiting. Patient B was isolated on the morning of January 20, and her blood tested positive for Ebola virus by RT-PCR that day. Patient B’s viral genome (2001_C11_KTO14515b, GenBank KX121194) was identical to that of patient A. Patient B was transferred to an Ebola Treatment Unit in Freetown, Sierra Leone, where she was successfully treated; she was discharged on February 5.

After the declaration of the end of Ebola virus transmission in Sierra Leone, the nation’s policy of performing buccal swabs for Ebola virus RNA on all decedents continued. Without this policy, patient A’s infection would not have been detected.

The success of this response, the first led by the Sierra Leone Ministry of Health and Sanitation after transition from the National and District Ebola Response Centers on January 1, 2016, can be measured by the case’s detection from a routine swab, genetic sequencing performed by locally trained scientists, and the limitation of transmission of Ebola virus from the index case to a single, identified high-risk contact.